: Two-parameter posterior likelihood distributions. The two-parameter posterior likelihood distributions (PLDs) for each of the > 7, 000, 000 MCMC-accepted parameter sets are shown for each pair of MCMC-determined parameters and their associated sum of squared residuals (SSR). The symbols are as follows: virus production rate (p RNA ), virus infectivity (β), base multiplicity of infection (MOI), duration of the eclipse (τ E ) and virus-producing (τ I ) phases, and number of equations for the eclipse (n E ) and virus-producing (n I ) phases. Vertical or horizontal distributions indicate the absence of correlations. Diagonal distributions indicate correlations and possible lack of identifiability of some parameters. Generally, the correlations are minor and the PLDs are narrow indicating good identifiability. The larger correlations are those between (MOI,β) and (n E ,τ I ). Milder correlations are present between (MOI,p RNA ), (τ E ,β), (n E ,τ E ) and between (n I ,τ E ) and (n I ,τ I ) when n I < 10 or so.
